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0. Background of Adam Smith’s “On the External Senses” (ES)
ES was published posthumously in a collection of papers, “Essays on Philosophical Subjects
(1795).” ES’s most recent editor, W.P.D. Whightman, makes a strong case that ES was written
around 1737, before Hume’s Treatise (1739) was published and while Smith, who was 15 or so,
was a student of Francis Hutcheson at Glasgow University. It is possible that an early draft of
this essay was written for Hutcheson. The essay is a treatment of Berkeley’s 1709 work, Towards a
New Theory of Vision.

I. Berkeley’s Problem
“[I]f we consider that the distance of any object to the eye, is a line turned endways to it; and
that this line must consequently appear to it, but as one point; we shall be sensible…that all
visible objects must naturally be perceived as close upon the organ, or more properly, perhaps,
like all other Sensations, as in the organ which perceives them (ES 45).” Yet, the senses,
“instinctively suggest to us some conception of the solid and resisting substances which excite
their respective sensations (ES 75).”

II. Smith’s Solution
Non-spatial senses of smell, taste, and temperature-feeling generate instinctive anticipations of
the pleasure or pain of external objects by the mechanism of “preconception.” Spatial senses of
sight and audition generate instinctive attributions of externality about the help or harm of
external objects through the mechanism of ‘suggestion’, which indirectly arrives at attribution by
simulating feelings of tactile resistance directly correlated with the external world.
“But all the appetites which take their origin from a certain state of the body, seem to
suggest the means of their own gratification; and, even long before experience, some
anticipation or preconception of the pleasure which attends that gratification (ES 79).”
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III. HOW?—The “Simulation”* Mechanism of Preconception and Suggestion
* [Smith’s “sympathy” anticipates the mechanism of “simulation” in Cognitive Research (Gordon 1995).]

Moral simulation in Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759):
Attribution: We instinctually attribute a person’s emotional state as the cause of their observed
activity.
Projection: We project ourselves into the environment of the person whose actions we are
observing.
Approximation: We feel the emotional state approximate to what we would feel in that
environment.
Evaluation: We praise or blame the actions of the person we are observing in contrast to our
simulated actions given our projected emotional state. (McHugh 2012).
Sensory simulation in On the External Senses (1737):
Attribution: We anticipate/attribute distant external objects as the cause of internally felt
sensations.
Projection: We project ourselves into the virtual world of tactile objects we perceive from a
distance.
Approximation: We approximate the tactile experiences that would be felt in a projected tactile
world.
Evaluation: We judge the benefit or harm of an external object from approximations of our tactile
sense.
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IV. What is Tactile Simulation? Sensory Anticipation vs. Sensory Attribution
Tactile Simulation: Attribution as “external standards” vs. Anticiaption as “emotional” content.
1) Attributive Tactile Simulation: Indifferent tactilely simulated judgments: Cases where we
(unconsciously) judge features of an object in accordance with an external standard or metric
based on an imaginary simulation of the proximate tactile environment. E.g. Size constancy.
“It is because almost our whole attention is employed, not upon the visible and
representing, but upon the tangible and represented objects, that in our imaginations we
are apt to ascribe to the former a degree of magnitude which does not belong to them,
but which belongs altogether to the latter (ES 54; see also EPS, 55, 58).”
“[I]t is only by consulting this judge within, that we can ever see what relates to ourselves
in its proper shape and dimensions; or that we can ever make any proper comparison
between our own interests and those of other people (TMS, III.iii.2).”

2) Anticipatory Tactile Simulation: Emotional tactilely simulated feelings: Cases where we
instinctively react to features of an object prompting emotions and bodily feelings associated
with an imaginary simulation of the proximate tactile environment. E.g. Whetting appetite.
“A smiling face is, to every body that sees it, a cheerful object; as a sorrowful
countenance, on the other hand, is a melancholy one (TMS, I.i.1.6).”
“The immediate effect of [knive/spear points] is pain and suffering, the sight of them
always displeases us (TMS, I.ii.3.5).”
While attributive tactile simulation may be archetypal for perception (ES 60), it is the bodily
passions that are most often discussed in ES. And the passions are described in terms of greater
benefit to the body’s welfare: the appetite for sex leads to procreation (ES 79), the suckling of the
infant provides nourishment (ES 79), the paternal imprinting of the calf and foal provides
protection (ES 85), and the withdrawal from or movement toward sources of heat by chicks is
crucial for their bodily development (ES 85). As Smith describes, anticipatory tactile simulation is
crucial for the health and welfare of the body, and thus *should* be of greater consideration.

V. Dual Content Thesis: Sensory Anticipation Distinct from Sensory Attribution
Anticipation and Attribution can exist in conflict, so are discrete and independent having “dual
content.” [Intentionalism (Byrne 2001) supports dual qualia as well.] Examples include:
1) Prisoner simulation conflict: Felt satisfaction for victims by suffering of prisoner (Anticipatory),
but concerned for prisoner’s welfare and restoration (Attributive).
2) Cliff-peering simulation conflict: Instinctive fears due to height and perceived death
(Anticipatory), but calmed judgment from believed safety (Attributive).

VI. Smith’s “Anticipation” and…anticipation of Gendler’s (2008) “Alief ” ?
Adam Smith’s discovery and description of anticipatory features in our cognitive landscape
mirrors, and may anticipate “alief,” arational and automatic associative dispositional behavior. In
particular, just as alief is distinguished from belief, so too is anticipation distinct from attribution.
Feces-shaped Chocolate: A chocolate bar is believed to be (attributed as) sweetly satiating unless
presented shaped like dog feces, which elicits disgust experiences (anticipations).
Scared in Safety: One’s space of meaning at home is believed-to-be (attributed as) safe,
unless c cinema film is viewed inducing experiences of panic and anxiety (anticipatory).

